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Tbia work continues the previous one ,-therefore using formulae 
of the letter we put the number I in front of them,- nevertheless we 
shall try to present the results in a way that it may be read, indepen
dently. 

The equation under consideration is 

L Y - t ^ 8 H ( ? F F = o, <» 
where (Y) ^ -. Y" ( e' )('x,t) (a=1 n)and 

(TT^ilr^f-Z'Y-T (f + t^). ( I I ) 

*•• i 0-»^M 
This system is quite complicated since a large set of boundary 

conditions are possible for it. We reduce the problem to simpler one 
but conserving in main features essential properties that stands it 
out of previously discussed. Let us for that look at the plane wave 
solutions to system (I) ("condensate" solutions): 

Y ( a o = $<•*-> e*/>[-; fat - ̂  * ; ] 
with COa.= «i 1- (SS) . Following to ref. 2 / one can study the 
stability of these solutions under infinitesimal perturbations and 
obtain as a result the dispersion relation between the perturbation 
frequency «Si and wave number К 

It implies the condensate to be stable when f S*S ) ̂  0 , i.e., the 
isotopic space metric is negative Щ jS ( a- J/ a^ J^S'0-'/2,. 
Therefore solutions with nontrlvlal boundary conditions exist (if at 
all) only in the case of either noncompact group U(p,q) or compact 
U(o,q). For example in both models (H2,0) studied by MANAKOV/3/ and 

/A / 
U(l,1) (see ref. ) there exists solution 
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T t = s t o seoL3tx , 
"Vt = s U ) tank- эе. x ; эе. =(.ss) 

but In the first case it is unstable due to Instability of the conden
sate (vacuum) which this solution was constructed on. In the models 
U(1,1) and U(0,2) solution (II) should be stable. In general, nontri-
vial boundary conditions mean that we have a problem of the interac
tion of infinite number of particles that leads to renormallzation of 
physical quantities and the most adequate language for treating it is 
the language 0f noncompact groups all which unitary representations 
are infinite-dimensional. It is this why we have a rich spectrum of 
stable particle-lilte excitations even in the framework of the simplest 
pseudo-unitary group U(!,1). 

The plan of the paper Is as follows: after a short review on 
U(1,0) and U{0,1) NLS equations the properties of soliton solutions of 
system U(1,l) are discussed and their possible physical Interpretation 
is given 

In Appendix the aet of integral equations of the inverse method 
for the U(p,q) system is given to conclude the general analysis of 
part I, and the one soliton solution is obtained using them. It coin
cides with one derived by isotopic rotation of U(1,0) one soliton solu
tion. 

1. U(1,0) AND U(0,1) EQUATIONS 
lVt +-T X X + Zx.|V1*"4r = o • m 

We recall briefly the properties of solutions to these equations 
(see also ref. and works cited there). 

a) In the first case U(1,0) system or •3fc>0, the Cauchy problem 
may be completely solved for the functions 'WO.) rapidly vanishing 
at both infinities. A number of solitons and waveground occur as a 
result of an initial wave packet breaking down. The first are related 
to the discrete spectrum of the linear problem operator L, the second 
are related to the continuous one. Such solutions may be at the quan
tum and quasiclassical levels thought as follows: Solitons are the 
bound states of N "particles" of mass equal я which energy (spectrum) 

These results have partly been published In ref. 
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assumes the form: 

Е.-^-ё". 1 . <ч»<; л/, ^ s х " ' (?) 

The second term in the first relation is the binding energy. These 
formulae may be easily obtained via the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization. 
Note also that one can rewrite the relation (2) in differential form 

dE = /*• JNs 13) 
with At s * ( 1У$ - 3c H ) being the frequency of the soliton solu 
tion J 

^ = ̂  5e^ л (x - % t -x0)eyjc(tax - w ^ & = Щ .( 

Continuous spectrum of the operator L (wave background) correa-
1 2 

ponds to "particles" of masses > and dispersion relation E=p . Then 
the integrals of particle number, momentum and energy look as follows 

—- w 

By adding into the right hand side (2) the tern %•. *- one obtains 
binding energy 

coinciding exactly with that round in ref. 5 where the quantum N s 

Boae-particle problen was solved. 
b} In the case of repulsive potential (U(o,l) - aystea or X<0) 

treating becomes considerably complicated.The operator L is now self-
conjugate and does not possess a discrete spectrum under trivial 
boundary conditions at infinities and solutions behave as 4foe t * 
when /t/ -» со 

Non-vanishing boundary conditions correspond to a Bcae-gaa of 
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finite density 0 i which is defined by the asymptotic value of 
field, i.e., f'Vl2-*^ a t 1*1 ~* °° • T o eliminate time-
dependence of the field phase 'a chemical potential [U* used to be 
inserted into the equation of notion, or proceed to H'-> H — iu.N 
and (Ц.= 2ЭС.0 • The interaction term then assumes the form 

Zfe(fVl!'-S ) V "• The integrals of particle number, 
momentum and energy should be in this case renormallzed as follows 

N = ](№*-!) J* , 

E =J'[hl z /• эе (lVI*-ff]jx . л 

with ob being the phase shift: У(°о) = т/р7

f Y(-oo) = -ffig . We 
notice that at the quantum level such a renormalization appears natu
rally due to commutation procedure at constructing a physical vacuum 
state. 

In this case the operator L possesses again both continuous and 
discrete spectra. The continuous one corresponding to the Bogolubov 
spectrum of excitation has the form 

and may be obtained via the perturbation theory. The discrete spectrum 
corresponds to the so-called "hole" excitation mode which was first 
found and examined at the quantum level by Lleb . In the classical 

/L/ 
case we have (see ref. ) 

oU = Z CM' 

We should stress here that the transformation y-*Y £ J relates 
transformed equation and equation (1) as well as their solutions. 
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where 1y Is the velocity of soil ton-bubble. Upon calculating integ
rals (6) the spectrum (8) can be easily verified to occur for the 
following soli ton solutions of the kink type 

\ = •^f-f^-buk^xf-fix -bt -x,;j+ L | (9) 

Classical spectra (7) and (6) go over into corresponding quantum ones 
/ft/ at 8£-»0 '. A characteristic feature of the hole excitations is the 

velocity dependence of the number of elementary holes H h= -N bounded 
in the soliton-bubble: the greater If the less number of holes are 
bounded in the bubble and at 1r —> ijbup' the sollton mode (bubbles) 
disappears (we have analogously dbA < 0 ) . Subsequently we will call 
dispersion a dependence of inverse sollton size on Ту and N n and 
spectrum a E(K n, ТУ ) dependence, 

2. 11(1,1) SYSTEM 

We have now the following set of equations x 

Hamlltonian density 

3t = \V?f- \V?f- ( |Y C T-I^T) m) 
and the integrals of particle nuaber, «omentum and energy 

— oo 
Da 

p = i f/f-<<>*y<1lyJ')*yt'Lr«v*'ilfl2->i.yrtL)*Y(")d* ( 1 2 ) 

- 0* 

E=H = JgtL*,t)4> 
In the long wave continuous approximation the Hubbard model may be 

/fl/ reduced to a system of type (10) 

, /7/ 
We were awared that an analogous system was obtained in ref, , 
but no comments on it were given by the authors barring the existen
ce of three types of solutions. 
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Let us first focus on those certain properties of this system 
which result form the general analysis of part I. 

Transformations /Ц Г = R Y" when conserve the Inner product 
( ЦГ1|г ) generate four parameter pseudo-unitary group U!1,1). Corres
ponding Hoether currents J* (i,k=1,2) form 2x2 matrices with 
components 

П9 = грсо-цгСк; t l - 1 = (.(^jr^'Tir11^ _ ijr^Mir-^) (i3) 

so that Tfa^ =0. 
The Folsson brackets of the elements of "charge" matrix 

Q . U = У З и ^ * " n a t h e H a m i l t o n i a n H vanish*, 1.е.,£й^1с,Н}=0. 
The charges Q ^ K may b* utilized to construct four hermltlan 
generators of the U(1,1> group: 

t two 

Wi - flr(T<** *** 4= -fl^T^ 
are the numbers of type "1" or "2" particles. 
The remaining 

The first two 

—eo 
о* (14) 

are elements of the subalgebra SU(1,1) and generate transformations 
that mix component» of the vector ^~ Т=( лт р 1°V*) T n e transformation 
matrix R,€ SU<1,1> Is of the form 

*А*Л) •,"-x*f-1 

and may be parametrized as follows 

"sins these transformations on* can construct the wnole class of solu
tions to system (10) on the basis of its particular solutions, e.g, 
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or ' -- ( 1 5 ) 

But (15) are the solutions to the one-component NLS with positive, 
U(1,0) or negative, 0(0,1), coupling constant respectively. It me*ns 
that the overall set of its solutions can be used to construct solu
tions to system (10). Consider two particular solutions of type (15) 
with 

fM=beteseckcu* or ?^=«е ;Ч<х*квх 
making an isotoplc rotation R, we get two solutions of system (10) 

(Y°V) = J^aeL SULLflux ГY1'Y*) =p в е ^ Ы в x п в } 

The rirst solution dirfera rrom one obtained by Nanakov in ref. 
by only the definition of polarization vector. In our case its norm 
is pseudo-Euclidean, (oCl1 - |ft|l=1 (according to subgroup SUM,1)) In 
the Manakov case (ctil̂  + l^ Iя- = 1 (subgroup SU(2))itia Euclidean. 
This unessential at a rirst glance difference leads to the principal
ly different structure of the system under consideration. It mani
fests through the difference In physically natural boundary conditions: 
in the case U(Z,0) natural boundary conditions are fields vanishing 
at both infinites, in our case, UM,1) variant, there are at any rate 

/2/ * four various types 
The simplest type is vanishing boundary conditions 

'(+oo) = 0 , 0L = 4,2, . 

The general analysis of Part I works in this case from which it fol
lows that elements s1:L<t) i-1,2,3, s23(fc) and S32(3> of transition matrix 
S ( ^ ) (see formula 1137) for definition) are Independent of time. 

m 
Their sense becomes clear through the physical interpretation of 
solutions obtained. 
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Only S,.( ? ) of then generates an infinite let of local conservati 
laws. To construct then we consider eq,. KA.11) of Fart I at n=2 

— от —о* ' upon differentiating it thrice and elininating quantities 
X 

He come to the equation for functions m (x) 

where З) х = ̂ + Ф 1 х , * = W ? r W ~ r « ^ . 
Expanding (фДх) In the following series 

< w Ф1 w = T -*-1 (I1)) 
P *£ Ч>Ш/х> • we obtain the recurrense formulae for coefficients j - K — '4 l x • 

andk=,,2>...: ^ = ( F r ; , / . = (rv; j • 
First four integrals of motion can be got in the form 

iu : fa №%)(*,*>, 
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and coincide with those described by 1(49) at n=2. 
One aoltton solution to system (10) is found via isorotation 

(fornula (16a)» see also Appendix). 
It rebels 

-i)r(J'(X,t) = *.xp{l(f/-"jt)}a-j seek x^/(j > l > % ) , ( 1 8, 
where £O t = «j,= |" 4-(йй.) , '>t'-={diCu)>0 (Xjn.d. b,=X-lrt-X0-
We call hereafter this solution double drop (2D). 

The second type of boundary conditions is a "constant" fiels type 

,\ /ui-.t f ̂ » * -* oo 
VJV,t)e J = J . ' 7 = v . I 1 9> 

Eqs.(2) are convenient to rewrite in the form with chemical potentials 
ru.t and JU. a : 

(20) 

then Hamiltonian density will be 

~~ p(U|l (21) 

(22) 

In addition to plane wave solution (condensate) 

T c

u ,= oi,B , V c

w = oi« **/> {A; ifi-pot} } - (<10а0)=^ 

eqs.(20) possess one soliton solution of the kink type 

VL1= ^'(W^V^) (23.) 

There are other kink type solutions but since their properties are 
analogous to these considered we did not discuss them here. 
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«her* -э€= -ta«)= "> 0, taal = - ju,t , "fc, = х- -»-t - x 0, 
a o W У ao U • U s l n 8 formulbe (19) one can easily find a dispersion 
relation 

Эй1 = jU.t- &- . (23b) 

We call this solution double bubble (2B>. 
The third type of boundary conditions is "quasiconstant" one 

w,.r,.,.«•"" ^,t,^-s^<«r-,(« 

The condensate solution to eqs. (2) is now (with accuracy of a constant 
phase) 

and one soliton solution is 

here again •ac= - (aa) > 0, (aa)= - Лц . 
It follows from 125) 

(О10 gO - W , W ( u ( WJ - ( ^ • 
2 Solving these equation with respect to x we get the dispersion rela-

+ 
(26b) 

We call this solution double bubble in a systen of interpenetrating 
gases (2B o). 

Finilly, the fourth mixed type of boundary conditions 

(Z> 
X -* °» (27) (or 
x -» -" 
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defines the condensate 

and one aoliton solution 
(28) 

(29a) 

гол formulae (27) and (29a) we have also 

(29e) 

or the dispersion relation 

This solution can be naturally called a drop in a bubble (BD) 
Solutions (2B) and (2D), i.e.,(18) and (23) respectively are 

simply two field modifications of corresponding solutions to one 
component equations "(1,0) and U(0,'i) -drop (4) and bubble (9). These 
can be easily obtained by use of the transformations (1fc) and 
1̂ r_>. £t«J* tp- _ Supposing, for example, in (18/ asa не get 

so that / ob/^-lpi =1, i.e. .solutions (16) (analogously for (23)). 
Solltons (26) and (29; appear for the first tine namely in the 

system U(1,1), therefore we discuss their properties in more detail. 
We also give them the simplest possible physical interpretation. First 
dispersion formulae will be considered: 

11 я-jliton (29) is a bubble (rare faction) in the second compo
nent condensate Tc moving at a velocity Ту together wl^h a 
concentric drop of the first component 1j/lii

 t xhe size of this aggre-
gate <? 2r y^g. Jependa on the velocity -fy , however the form of this 
dependence differs essentially from the conventlal hole-l.\ke one (see, 
e.g.,(23b)l. 

In the formula 3fii= (flj'^t (c6tl)z only (odz>) is a function of 
ty -which results from (29b) -so that solution (29) depends on two 

free parameters CL and •gf (abstracting from constant phase ф 
and initial position X Q unessential for us). Function <2.(г) determi
ned by formula (29c) has no zeros at finite Q}*) and ly and 
behaves asymptotically as (Oi}L*)''c^ M, (&• ) when b- ->°° 

1 / J Z Ьг 
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It means that the soliton turns gradually from a drop in a bubble 
into a drop which size is defined by its amplitude OJ^ "• The 
intensity of rarefaction in a bubble (the bubble amplitude) tends to 
zero at increasing 'V. 

2) Soliton (26) is a double bubble in such two component conden
sate in which one component (e.g.ythe second one) moves with respect 
to another at a velocity ф£ related with boundary сопатой"''. 
The additional parameter of velocity dimension appear in this case to 
change qualitatively properties of the system (and, of course, solu
tions) remind, e.g.,a beam in a plasma. Note that we have now two 
types of bubbles at rest ( 1y =0) for the same values /Ut u.^(ot Л-в J 
and t>£ •• 

i&2 = i -ft t V^*-£*;(>»-£"*; (30) 

if 

f< a^-K" *t „*. 
«4*V a"-

= £""< i 

therefore (j£>f- (j.^f"' L ^ ^-(i + ̂ TJ"-1 

They are narrow bubble £ f t "̂  /эе, and a broad one Сд ~ */Э4_ . 
The difference between their widths A - £/,- t*. vanishes when S 0 

tends to S and 9i turns to be complex (soliton disappear) a 
Л с > £ (see Flg.1). How does this picture change at Ъ-ФО? 

In this case 

32) 

and there ape real solutions for % in the region £ S? A ^ ^ 
as well. Velocities of such solitons have, however, both upper and 
lower limits. The plots in Fig.2 display dependence^ as function of fi , at various 
values t .The existence of region of narrow solitons diminishes and that of broad ones 

The amplitude CC is In turn determined by an in i t i a l s ta te . 
к 
He should underline that the "density" of the f i rs t component conden
sate И,.со \%(°\Ъ^ (0L%J)*,t* l e a s t h a * *пв second onett^j^jz^^. 
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h'°.* 

Fig. 2 

disappears at a l l when &,? -fife and £ 4 : I . when в * > - ( & * > &~Z) 
region of narrow soliton existence enlarges again and is 

far g / 3 g У 9 » ' 

It «creases at further growth of вс and vanishes at Sc 45 0( /Z.J. 
Thus in the above "beam-gas11 system there appear novel hole-like 

solutions with the following features: a) two branches at the same 
values of parameters £ , a, and A , b) bubbles are forced by the 
beam to follow It at fi0*> £*• (i.e.,there are no bubble at rest) 
and c) they disappear at в с - 0(i/s.) . 

Let us now discuss the spectra of the solutions obtained. Calcu
lating functionals N and E on the solution (IS) one gets 

EW= iHic)[^-mmJ4 , (33) 
_ I rik.——. I / Y 

V S = "f 'M -«•-' ~s , — Ц 

we see that the soliton energy is a function of two parameters Ту 
and N It) . We can also check the formula 

At) _ . ., i.i<T> 

ike in the case U(1,0). 
mmerfeld quantization formula 

(3*) 

to be valid like in the case U<1,0). 
Using Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization formula 

_. I Wf I Л 1 

we get 
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° -"• О -«о О 
or Ni=n, with n, being large integer number. 2D solution Is therefore 
a bound state of Возе-quanta of the fields 4f~W and У ' ц and the 
latters "2" give the negative contribution in total energy, see 
formula (11)". 

Equation (34) may be thought of as thermodynamical relation for the 
two component mixture which chemical potentials are Ml i.e., 

ЛЦ ^ (̂  , /U, = —CO • w e note that mien drops can arise only at those 
places or a system where density of gravitating Bose-gas ( Pi=|V^ )| i -) 
is greater than that of anti-gravitating ( e^= | l|r<M|S' ). All the pro
perties of drops are governed by the difference between numbers of 
bosons of the first and the second components, l.e.,NlI' = N.-N,. 

Then an Initial bunch will disperse as far as the inequality 
P i > j><L holds. 

At constant boundary conditions energy of the system is defined 
mainly by the second component, so we rewrite Hamiltonlan in the 
form (21) (I.e.,with negative sign compared with (ID) and add terms 
with the chemical potentials jZflf, and 2,f^x. 

To make expressions for integrals of particle number and energy 
finite their normalization should be done as in th« case of U(0,1) 
variant a. 

гв soiiton (211 

Hamlltonlan of a quantum system for which (10) may be considered as 
quasi-classical approximation Is (J = _yi Э^ •& e^. 
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Is a simplest solution in this case and its energy, as one can see 
from (35), depends on one parameter 1y (or N), Equation (35) may 
be rewritten in the differential form 

JE C 2 ; = f M =27 П dli; } (ft « - ft -ЛЛ 
L 

where V*> are now the chemical potentials of holes coupling in the 
bubble 

r 
Such bubbles may occur in the infinite system of two gases if density 
of the second (antigravitating) one is greater than that or the rirat 
gas, P% У fii • Note that the condensate (ground state) is stable 
only under this condition and becomes unstable at A g A even 
for infinitesimal perturbations of density . Since the energy of 
bubbles (23), (34) is positive they arise when a finite energy pertur
bation is brought in the system. 

Condensate (25) corresponds to the analogous system in which, 
however, the second gas moves at a constant velocity •&£ in the 
first one. We have again a double bubble but of a more complex eonst-
raction. Its energy 

4. №-»,>'н.[(*г,тУЪ-+)Н, 

is also a function of one free parameter "&~ and the dependence 
,Xr('Tr) i» given by (30). He can see from (37) that broad bubbles car
ry, generally speaking, smaller energy than narrow bubbles, therefore 
the former may be excited at an easier rate than in latter. 

Consider a situation where a small amount of gravitating gas^f""' 
is injected into the condensate А фо , f-i = 0 • I n e former gas 
condensating in a drop will serve as a center of bubble formation and 
we have the solution of BD type (a drop In a bubble) with spectrum 

(38) 

that depends on two Ггее parameters /1y and a wor N, and N 2. The 
differential form of (38) is now 
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play roles of the chemical potentials of the first component bosons the chemical potentials of 
— and of holes in the second component condensate M*> 

coupled in the BD soliton. Note that the chemical potential of 
bosons in the soliton differs from their frequency 

This is due to the numbers of bosons and holes coupled in the soliton 
depend on its velocity, - the characteristic feature of the hole mode. 
When ^y -=.<j{\y —0 w e come to those usual relations for drops 

which have been found in ref. 
It should be also stressed that isorotation (14) applied to a 

solution under non-trivial#e.g. mixed boundary conditions gives rise 
to a solution of a new boundary problem. Solution (16b) of the 2B 
type may be for example obtained from solution (15b), i.e^ that of 
the mixed boundary-value problem BD (see (29a) at a( * =0). Moreover 
boundary values of both components change due to this transformation: 

<ЦгЧ> (~) : 0 -» f 04 l ) 

herewith the energy remains constant that follows from (33) and (39) 
since neither / ^ ^ / ^ Л - < & ? ! ) * n o r H - llj(c£^)- №>)** 
change. 

Ultimately it should be underlined that though NLS solitons with 
positive coupling constant are bound states of the certain number of 
constituents-bosong, see (3), upon formation they assume principally 
novel solitonlc properties which differ them substantially from 
conventional bound states (such as, e.g.. that of nucleons in nuclei). 
The integrabllity of the fiels equation supplies solitons with addi
tional Integrals of motion (for example, Integral of total number of 
solitons like the baryon or lepton charge conservation laws) that 
lead" to their elastic interactions. As a result processes of soliton 
fusion creating havier solitons although being exoergic are forbidden. 
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so that even at the classical level solitons possess an analog of 
quantum propertlaa that suppresses collapse type Instabilities. An arbit
rary initial state breaks up into a number of solitons (and "noise"); 
if large numberfa distribution function over amplitudes or N may be 
found. 

Applying results obtained to examine magnetic excitations 
( О С |l|r^>|2- ) in the framework of the continuum Hubbard model 
(system U(1,1l) one needs to bear in mind that the ground state of a 
chain is antiferromagnetic ,y<l,(e.; •= О and may pretend to des
cribe magnetic excitations over antiferromagnetic vacuum. In this 
connection studying 2D soliton collisions becomes interesting that 
will in particular be the subject of the third part If the present 
work. 

Authors thank Drs. N.Makhaldiani, I.Cochev, Prof. V.Fedyanin 
for stimulating discussions and Dr. fu.Katvshev for a help in prepa
ring the manuscript. 

APPENDIX 

Inverse method for the lHp,q) MLS 
Recall briefly the main formulae of Part I we will use in what 

follows. Matrix Jost solutions are governed by equations 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

GK«) = laftt) 0 
i о 

_o-fcM 
From the relation 

it follows that hat 

Given by the relation 
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transition matrix is subject to the conditions of unlmodularlty 

deb $$) = 4. <»-5) 
and of pseudounltarity 

л л 

Its elements are 

or 

The Jost solutions %fr)f)/'4£.l*}}) ... %f.1("^)can b e c o n " n u e d 

in the upper half plane of у an * \(x,f}/ 4ъ <-*%h • • .,%.«<•*$)№*}) 
In the lower one. From (A.7) the element S^l f ) follows to be ana
lytical In the region Tin "% >-0 • "heareas S^,Q){hereafter Greek 
indices vary from 2 to n+1) is analytical at XVH. \ ^ О . Following 
ref. consider a problem of reconstruction of the potential Q (*)} 
on the basis of scattering data S ' C? ) a n d ^1*. "hereat 

Zeros of the function S.,1 J ) are supposed to be simple and located 
at points ^ ,., 5 j . . From (A.5) and (A.6) we have 

Define a matrix Л./Л Inverse to S ^ as usual 

It is clear that elementa of matrix are analytical in the lower 
hair plane due to [A.9) barring the points^* V- * where they 
have simple poles » 

with CCy*(f)b*in& algebraic complement of the element £>ж({) • 
Then statement of the Inveree problem is reduced to reconstruc

ting following plecewlse analytical functions 
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<&**>-<( Ж ' г * > > 0 

ФЛС^)= 

(А.10) 

(А.11) 

к. f < 
xls following jumps 

ettlng these foraulae wa usad the equality 

having along the real axis following jumps 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

(there Is no suaaing over Л ) ^ ^ ь ^ ь - ^ ч ) 

(A.15) 

Funct'.on ф (X,|> has staple poles at points^ 5л/ " i t n 

residues . 

Y" ~~ &(*m) 
, n d Фл( х^^ " p o l n t s t ' ^ i , . . . У ^ А Г with residues 

where 0 ^ ' = J3«,(5|») • ««"•" function Ф(х,£)1» reconstruc
ted using bundary values, residues and Jumps according to the equa
tions: 

-to _ I *£* чЛ.*и, С = 1Д...,Ы-1. 
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(boundary conditions for the functions ^ are due to those for 
the Jost functions ф, and |Ц^_ ). 

Therefore we have 

1 "n4„-5 t JsCJ v_"fc* VS* i*j^ y.^ M 

where e t is the "i" column of unit-matrix. We have then the 
following limiting values Ф ' (*»?.) a t t n e r e a l a x i a 

Comparing asymptotic expansion of ^P'fx^) obtained from (A.2) and 
(A.19) at > ~yo* we get "potentials" 

The set of equations (A.12)-(A.21) solves in p nclple the inver
se problem completely. 

It is interesting to note that the potentials (L (̂ are reconst
ructed on the basis of only S.. and S. , 

Consider the simplest case of S.. having only zero ^T and all 
the matrix elements S. , ( ? ) vanishing. Then we have a system of 
algebraic equations v̂  4. 

A. 

i. "" 
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(Л.22) 

Vain* variables 

Л»1 4*0*1 one gets one sollton solution r ^ 

and "fr =—,£.? Is a sollton velocity, h is Its amplitude, x is 
its position at tsO. The components of "polarization" vector C(4v), 
( C C ) =1, may be arbitrary large. This aolutlon is seen to coincide 
with (16), i.e..obtained earlier via the lsorotation of the U(1,0) 
soliton. 
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